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The aim of the study:

Review of the state of scientific study of gender
balance in the political sphere of Ukraine.



The historiography of our topic can be divided
into the following parts:

• Study of gender policy in Ukraine

• Gender aspects of the political process

• Gender aspects of civil service

• The role of a woman in the political system of
society



Sources of research:

• manuals and textbooks

• scientific articles

• dissertation

• journalistic works



Manuals and textbooks



Gender Basic Course (2004)

The manual aims to acquaint the readers with the basics of 
gender theory. 

It presents, in a comprehensive and orderly way, the key 
notions, topics and components of gender studies as a cross-
disciplinary subject.

The manual discusses both well-established, high-priority 
areas of gender theory and innovational, less familiar topics 
that are essential for a better understanding of the status of 
gender issues in the Ukrainian society.



Gender equality and development: a view in the 
context of the European strategy of Ukraine

(2016)
The publication deals with various aspects of gender policy, 
in particular:

• gender equality issues in the strategies of international 

and European institutions

• legal regulation of equal rights and opportunities in 

Ukraine,

• monitoring the achievement of gender equality in global 

rankings.



Women and politics in Ukraine:
Benefiting from International Experience (2006)

This book is a result of the international seminar: «Women 
and Politics in Ukraine – Benefiting from International 
Experience».

The collection contains articles on the subject:

• international experience of women's political participation

• women in Ukrainian politics at the national and regional 
levels.



Women in Ukrainian politics: challenges and 
prospects for change (2015)

This is interdisciplinary publication that was prepared by the 
experts of the International Center for Policy Studies.

The publication presents the following topics:

• development of the institutional mechanism for ensuring gender 
equality and its results;

• women's access to politics in Ukraine at the national and regional 
levels,

• gender quotas in Ukraine.

• Recommendations on the implementation of gender equality 
policies in line with EU experience are provided

Author:  Martsenyuk T.



"Gender Transformations in Ukraine: 
Understanding Strategy and Tactics" (2007)

Collection of reports of the International scientific and 
practical conference

Issues that are studied in the collection

• the main directions of the state gender policy,

• legislative power and its role in creating a society of gender
equality.

• the gender-legal aspects of the formation of the Ukrainian
parliament are studied



Scientific articles



Gender equality as a factor of democratic
transformations in Ukraine

Author Garashchenko V.

The article is devoted to conceptual, normative and
institutional bases of the implementation of gender equality
in Ukraine.



Gender Aspects of Policy: An Attempt of 
Synthesis Analysis" (2010)

Author Terletska I.

The article examines a policy in the aspect of a gender concept:

• features of views on politics and power of men and women

• analysis of political activity, role and place in the political
system of men and women,

• studying the global experience of gender policy and
comparing it with Ukrainian realities



Political-legal aspects of gender asymmetry in 
Ukraine

Authors:. Lutsky I., Lukach U.

The problem of gender asymmetry in Ukraine is analyzed in the
article in the context of political and legal reality.

The attention is given to normative and legal acts of
international as well as national levels in the sphere of gender
politics.
The article determines causes and factors of social responsibility
absence and ineffectiveness of native mechanism of gender
problems solving.



Institutional system of gender equality provision 
mechanism in Ukraine

Author: Ganzytska T. 

The bodies, establishments and organizations performing
gender policies are defined.

The role and purpose of each of them for performing these
policies are characterized.

Special principals of law that should be kept by institutions
providing gender equality in the process of gender policies

implementation are stated.
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Features of the establishment of gender 
democracy in Ukraine (2009)

Author O. Venger

The author studies actual issues of gender policy of the state;

analyzes the main causes and preconditions of gender
imbalance in society, in particular in the sphere of decision-
making



Dissertation



Improvement of mechanisms of forming and 
realization of gender policy in Ukraine.

Author: Lazar I

In dissertation is exposed theoretical and methodological 
aspects of forming of mechanisms of gender policy, mechanisms 
of realization of gender policy and ways of their perfection.

• Theoretical and methodological works are analyzed from
definite problems basic aspects of gender researches,

• probed theoretical and methodological aspects of
mechanisms of forming of gender policy,

• legal and organizational mechanisms are analyzed in the field
of realization of gender policy,

• found out the basic world tendencies of gender policy



Gender Aspects of the Parity Democracy 
Forming in Ukraine

Tsikul I.

Thesis contains a complex political research of the gender aspects
of the process and prospects of the parity democracy forming in
Ukraine in the Ukrainian political system transformation at the
beginning of the XXI century context.

Necessity of the synthesized methodological approach to the parity
democracy research that would take the institutional and
orientation aspects of the political relations into account is
validated.



Conceptional and political-practical foundations 
of solving the gender problem in Ukraine.

Author:  Katan O.
Dissertation studies the main trends in female policy pursued in 
Ukraine, the obstacles in the way to its solving, and the 
prospects for overcoming them. 

The state of Ukrainian theoretical and political thought on 
gender problem is analyzed and its connection with the 
worldwide thought, 

The level of gender susceptibility of political parties, organs of 
authorities and local self government is determined, and 
opportunities for women to participate in deciding problems 
actual for them is cleared up.



Formation and Realization of the State Gender 
Policy in the Ukraine

• Author:  Daudova G

•The dissertation considers mechanisms of forming and 
realizing the state gender policy at the present stage in the 
Ukrainian  society’s development and the issues of creating 
conditions for the male and female equal participation in the 
social and political life.

•The trends were proposed for improving the organizational 
and legal mechanism of forming the gender policy by means 
of including the gender components into the departmental 
normative and legal acts



Conclusion

In the scientific literature, the subject of gender equality has been
studied well, but needs to be further elaborated, taking into
account the actual political situation.

It is necessary to compare the research of gender political balance
in Ukraine and European countries, since the European vector of
development of Ukraine is a priority.
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